PSA 10: Neighbors (:60)

Open on the interior (living room or kitchen/dining area) of a small house. It is clear that the occupants are packing to move—sealed boxes, open boxes, household items, packing paper, and other items are scattered about. A woman is labeling the side of a half-filled box with marker as another woman enters from an adjacent room carrying what appears to be a very heavy box. She hurries to the first woman and places the box on a stack of other boxes with a groan.

Second Woman:
Uff! This thing weighs a ton! Where’s Jeff to do all this heavy lifting?

First Woman:
He’s seeing his counselor. Saying goodbye.

The women continue to pack the half-filled box as they talk.

Second Woman (with a sad sigh):
Oh... I’m dreading that day for Bill, too. He’s made such progress in treatment. I hate that he’ll have to stop when we’re transferred.

First Woman:
Oh, Jeff’s not stopping treatment. His counselor already set him up with a new provider and inTransition is helping us with the rest.

Second Woman:
What do you mean? What’s “inTransition”?

First Woman:
It’s a program that DoD and the VA set up to help service members continue their mental health care without interruption. inTransition gave Jeff a personal coach who keeps him on track getting started with his new provider, helps us identify local resources we might need—even helped me line up a support group.

Second Woman:
That’s amazing! How do I get Bill a coach?

First Woman:
Check them out online or give them a call. For any service member receiving mental health care and a change of status—inTransition is there to help.
As the women continue packing, the image blurs and text and logos dissolve on screen:

*Learn more about inTransition*


**800-424-7877 (in the U.S.)**

800-424-4685 (outside the U.S.)

314-387-4700 (collect from anywhere)

[DoD LOGO] [DCoE LOGO]